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Abstract: In a classroom full of students, it is practically not possible for a single teacher to give personal attention to every
student. Continuous monitoring and identification of students who show signs of lethargy, sadness or anger in classrooms can help
management counsel them and advice some preventive measures – which if kept unchecked can lead the students to take adverse
steps. Potential students who need help in some form can be identified. There are some unproductive activities that take place in a
classroom which can be easily automated and the time saved can be devoted to productive activities. Manual attendance calling is
one of them which can be automated using facial recognition algorithms. In this paper, a robust surveillance system using
Machine Learning and Computer Vision algorithms is presented that can take on the above challenges. For facial recognition,
Local Binary Pattern Histograms have been used and for emotion recognition, Deep Learning model has been used.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Every 40 seconds one person commits suicide globally.
Suicide is the second leading cause of death after road injury
for the ages 15 - 29 years [1]. Lack of personal attention to the
students makes these signs of suicidal tendencies go unnoticed.
This is a matter of concern and needs quick involvement of the
appropriate authorities for students. Giving personal attention
to every student will definitely decrease these dangerous
numbers. Personal attention means to analyze every activity of
the student and to counsel them whenever needed. For a teacher
to identify a student facing any issue is not an easy task. It
becomes more difficult as the number of students increases.
The solution to this challenge is using surveillance cameras
in the classrooms which can monitor the student activities and
identify the ones in dire need of guidance. Such a surveillance
system will also decrease the time devoted to unproductive
activities such as manual attendance registering by roll call.
The model created also involves a facial recognition algorithm
to register attendance of the students present in the class. The
time saved here can be devoted to productive activities such as
discussions, problem-solving and question-answer sessions.
The model can also store the activity data in a database for
data-driven insights and decision making.
For detecting whether a face is present in camera frame,
Haar Cascade for Frontal Face have been used [2]. For facial
recognition, Local Binary Pattern Histogram (LBPH) is used
[3]. For sleep and yawn detection, dlib – a modern toolkit that
contains tools and algorithms to solve real world problems – is
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used [4]. Using dlib’s 68 face landmarks, important points on a
face are detected which help in performing various operations.
FER2013 dataset is used to train the emotion recognition
module [5]. It contains 48 x 48 pixel images in grayscale. There
are 28,709 images in the training set and 3,589 images in the
test set. It contains the emotion value in the first column and
the pixel values in the second column. It contains 7 basic
emotion images i.e. happy, surprise, neutral, sad, angry, disgust
and fear. A Convolutional Neural Network is used to train the
model. This paper illustrates how a robust student surveillance
system has been researched and developed.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

For facial detection, multiple techniques are available [6].
One of the most popular and accurate classifiers is the Haar
feature based cascade which is used in this model [7].
Facial recognition has been a crucial topic of research in
Machine Learning and Computer Vision studies. Research has
been conducted on it since the 1960s with initial work
conducted by extracting features manually by hand [8]. Albeit
the low computational power at that time limited the accuracy,
but during 1991, a major breakthrough was achieved by
Eigenfaces approach [9].
Local Binary Pattern Histogram (LBPH) is another
technique for facial recognition [3]. LBPH is widely used for
image analysis related to faces. It takes a central pixel value,
compares it with the nearby remaining 8 pixels in a 3 x 3
window size. Any value greater than the central value is
replaced with 1 and any value smaller is replaced by 0. The
resulting binary number is used for labeling. This process is
29
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known as Local Binary Patterns [10]. This process is repeated
for every pixel and their local structure is encoded. To train the
model, LBPH has been used.
Deep Learning models which use Convolutional Neural
Networks also show promising results on benchmark datasets
[11].
For sleep detection, previous works include using an
infrared lens and a thermal sensor which monitor and evaluate
temperatures around the nose and mouth – which change when
a person is about to sleep [12]. Albeit such systems use
multiple hardware systems to find whether a person is sleeping
or not, it can also be performed using cameras [13]. Use of
Haar cascades for eye detection failed in the cases when the
eyes were kept closed. Yawn detection is another factor which
helps detect drowsiness. Edge detection has been used to
determine if the distance between the lips is sufficient to call it
a yawn [14].
Facial emotion recognition or facial expression analysis is
also an interesting area which uses various Computer Vision
and Machine Learning algorithms to identify human emotions
from their facial landmarks. FER2013 is a benchmark dataset
released as a Kaggle Competition [15]. The highest
categorization accuracy achieved in the competition for public
test set was 69.4% and private test set was 71.2%. Deep CNN
architectures like BKVGG12 have achieved slightly better
accuracy on the same dataset [16].
III.

METHODOLOGY

The model is divided into 3 different modules:
A. Facial Recognition Module
For facial recognition, this module creates a dataset, trains
the model and saves the weights for future use. Figure 1 shows
the working of facial recognition module.
1) Dataset Creation: Custom dataset has been used for this
module. Per person, 50 images are taken via a web cam. In this
model frontal face is captured using the Frontal Face Haar
Cascades [2]. This removes the redundant regions like
background and torso. While image capturing, multiple image
augmentation techniques like rotation, reflection and
converting to grayscale are performed. This not only increases
the training images but also induces variations in the images to
match real-world scenario. The registration details of the
student are also stored in the database with registration number
as the primary key. The images captured per person is stored
with a name corresponding to registration number.
2) Model Training: LBPH is used to train the model. The
images are fed in grayscale which reduces computations.
3) Using the Weights: Once the training is complete,
model weights are saved in a YML file. Using the YML file,
faces can be recognized. When a familiar face is encountered,
the event is logged into the database with the timestamp of the
occurrence. Here, a face is recognized based on confidence
percentage.
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Figure 1. Working of Facial Recognition Module

B. Sleep and Yawn Detection Module
Once the weights have been saved, faces can be recognized.
Now, various image processing techniques can be applied to
get insights. In this module, sleep and yawn detection processes
have been described. Figures 2 and 3 show the working of
sleep and yawn detection algorithms respectively.
1) Recognizing Faces: Sleep and yawn detection
operations are performed only on the faces that are recognized
by the model. So, the weights saved from the previous module
are first used to identify the faces and then further operations
are performed.
2) Locating Region of Interest: Using shape predictor 68
face landmarks, contours are drawn on both the eyes and the
lips. These contours help in computing the changes in
distances between eyes and lips and visualizing the process.
3) Computing Changes: Eye Aspect Ratio (EAR) is
calculated to determine whether the eyes are closed or not.
EAR = | e2 – e6 | + | e3 – e5 |
2 | e1 – e4 |
The values e1, . . . , e6 are eye landmark points. When EAR
value decreases from a particular threshold (0.20 in this case), a
counter is initiated. If this counter is running for more than a
particular time duration (48 frames in this case), the
information about the event is logged into the database. It
stores the total time duration for which the eyes have been kept
closed.
For yawn detection, the mean of all the top lip landmark
points is subtracted from the mean of all the bottom lip
landmark points. If the absolute value of the difference exceeds
a particular threshold (25 in this case), the event is logged into
the database. The threshold values in both the cases can be
changed as per requirement. Contours on the eyes and lips with
EAR is displayed so that it does not look like a black-box
algorithm.
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3) Using the Weights: Once the weights are saved, it can
be used on a live feed. Initially, Haar cascades are used to
detect a face. If a face is detected, saved weights are used to
find what type of emotion is being expressed. Frame count for
every emotion is separately added to the database.

Figure 2. Working of Sleep Detection Module

Figure 4. Detection of Emotion - Happy

Figure 3. Working of Yawn Detection Module

C. Emotion Recognition Module
This module uses Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
to classify facial expressions into 7 basic emotions i.e. happy,
surprise, neutral, angry, sad, disgust and fear. Figures 4, 5 and 6
show 3 out of 7 emotions that can be detected by the model.
1) Model Architecture: The CNN architecture consists of
17 layers with Rectified Linear Units and Softmax as the
activation function, Adam as the optimizer.
2) Model Training: The model is trained for 50 epochs
with 256 as the batch size. The weights are then saved in a
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format file. This JSON file
is later used for emotion recognition of faces on a live video
feed.
© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

Figure 5. Detection of Emotion - Surprise
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and the data-driven decision-making process by the
management will help in decreasing depression and suicide
rates of the students.
Deep Learning algorithms can be applied to the facial
recognition module to achieve even higher accuracies. Images
for other expressions like crying, annoyance, boredom etc. can
be added for a better understanding of facial expressions.
VI.

Figure 6. Detection of Emotion - Sad

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For facial recognition, confidence is used as a metric to
match a live face with those saved in the database. Only when
the confidence level of a live face is more than 85%, the
information will be logged into the database. The various
details of the subject can be seen when the confidence level is
greater than 85%.
The sleep detection algorithm is robust to subjects wearing
spectacles with transparent glasses. If only one eye is closed
even then the EAR will not go beyond the threshold.
CNN for emotion recognition has achieved the highest
accuracy of 61.3%. This accuracy is close to the highest
accuracy achieved by the winner of the Kaggle competition i.e.
71.2%. Once a face is detected accurately, sleep, yawn and
emotion recognition work without any faults.
The model was also tested on live video stream. Data of 20
students was stored and the model was trained. For the testing,
a 720p camera was used. In a single frame there were at-most 4
students. Table I shows the results received during the live
testing.
Table I.

Live Testing Results for Facial Recognition

Day
Number

Total
Students

Correctly
Identified

Incorrectly
Identified

Day 1

18

16

2

Day 2

20

17

3

Day 3

20

18

2

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Using these Machine Learning and Computer Vision
algorithms, real-time surveillance of students can be conducted
© 2015-19, IJARCS All Rights Reserved
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